Suggested readings and resources for:

Police violence & public health

Racism & health (conceptual)

and also (for research on racism & health, empirically & methodologically, at different levels & over time …)

website: https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/diversity/sph-symposium/
available: video recording, resources, and “Ghost Portraits”

Empirical: Jim Crow

Empirical: Residential segregation, Index of Concentration at the Extremes (ICE), and monitoring health inequities
- Krieger N, Waterman PD, Gryparis A, Coull BA. Short communication: black carbon exposure more strongly associated with census tract poverty compared to household income among US black, white, and Latino working class adults in Boston, MA (2003-2010). Environmental Pollution 2014; 190:36-42.

Empirical: Explicit (self-report) & individual level -- Experiences of Discrimination (EOD) & health outcomes


**Empirical: Implicit & individual level -- Implicit Association Test (IAT) & health outcomes**


**Empirical: Explicit & implicit measures of exposure to racial discrimination used together to study health status**


**Ecosocial theory, embodied histories, populations, & health inequities**


- Krieger N. Health equity & the fallacy of treating causes of population health as if they sum to 100%. *Am J Public Health* 2017; 107;541-549.

**Trends in US health outcomes & inequities**

